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□ Pick up litter, especially plastic items such as         

  supermarket bags, which you find on beaches or     

  along rivers.  

□ Do not buy any turtles products. 

□ Participate in any turtle conservation programmes or   

  projects.  

□ Report injured turtles to Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife or Sea    

  World (addresses below).  

□ Do not use campfires, touches, vehicle or boat lights   

  near turtle nesting beaches. 

 

 

 

 
Tortoises, Terrapins & Turtles of Africa. 2008. B. Branch.  

Struik Publishers: Cape Town. 

 

 

 

 
 

Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife. PO Box 13053, Cascades, 3202.  

Tel (033) 845 1999; Fax (033) 845 1699;  

Website www.kznwildlife.com   

 

NPC Sea World Education Centre. PO Box 10712, Marine Parade,  

4056. Tel (031) 328 8222; E-mail info@seaworld.org.za;  

Website www.seaworld.org.za  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The Enviro Facts Project is sponsored by Pick ‘n Pay through WWF-SA. 

The fact sheets have been developed with the support of several NGOs,  

government departments, academic institutions, and individuals. 

A full set of 60 Enviro Fact sheets is available from Share-Net. 

 Please write to: Share-Net, Enviro Facts Project,  

 PO Box 394, Howick, 3290. Tel (033) 330 3931 ext 124/144; 

Fax (033) 330 4576; e-mail sharenet@wessa.co.za   
 

In the quest for living and working more sustainably we have printed this  

enviro fact using non-toxic ink that is derived from soya, rather than petroleum.   

We use a wet ink process that requires no metallic toner or energy demanding heat, 

and solar energy, from current sunlight, rather than a fossil-fuel based, energy source.   

We hope you will enjoy reading this fact sheet and join us in  

seeking to live more sustainably. 
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                Marine Turtles 
                 Turtles date back to the beginning of the Age of the    

                Reptiles, when their ancestors shared the world with     

                dinosaurs. Some archaeologists think that the          

                pareiasaurs, plant-eating retiles from the Permian       

                period, were the ancestors of both turtles and tortoises.  

                The earliest true turtle called Proganochelys, was       

                originally found in Germany. The extinct Archelon was   

                the biggest turtle that ever lived and grew to the size    

                of a small rowing boat or around 4m long. 
 

                Like other reptiles such as crocodiles, lizards, geckos,    

                chameleons and snakes, turtles are cold-blooded      

              and live in the warmer parts of the world. Only  seven turtle 

              species in two families exist today of which five  can be    

              found in South African waters. Turtles have a flatter and    

             lighter shell than do tortoises or terrapins and their front and 

             rear flippers are used for swimming. Some of the other turtle 

             adaptations to marine life include tear ducts which aid in   

             the excretion of excess salt.   
 

              Turtle breeding  
            Turtles are long lived and grow slowly. It can take a turtle 30  

            to 50 years to reach sexual maturity. They spend most of their 

            lives at sea, but in order for them to breed they must return   

                 to land to lay their eggs. Once on land the turtles are   

                   clumsy and vulnerable. Often the feeding grounds   

                   are far removed from their nesting beaches or      

                       “rookeries”, with some more than 3 500 km      

                             apart. Mature females breed every 2 to  

                              7 years and will continue to breed for   

                              many years. Turtles are often highly     

                             migratory and it is thought that breeding 

                            females return to the same region or      

                         nesting beaches from where they hatched.   

                       The loggerhead and leatherback turtles are the 

                 two species of  turtles that nest along the South African 

               east coast.  
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Breeding turtles mate in the waters about 1km off the nesting 

beach, after which the female comes ashore, usually in summer 

and at night. The female may retain enough sperm to allow her to 

nest several times during the short breeding season. When ready to 

lay eggs, she will cautiously approach the beach and may be easily 

disturbed if there is a perceived danger. Once on land, the female 

will crawl to well above the high water mark and ignore any further 

dangers. 
 

When a suitable location has been found, she will dig a hole or pit in 

the sand to about 600mm deep, with her flippers. This can take a 

while as each scoop from her flipper would equal about a cup of 

sand. Once the pit is completed, a further 10 to 20 minutes are 

required to lay her eggs. Depending on the species, each clutch 

can be from 100 up to 300 round leathery eggs. Once her clutch 

has been laid, she covers the eggs with sand again and returns to 

the sea. 

  

Incubation, hatching and dispersal of young turtles 
After an incubation period of between 55 and 65 days, the turtle 

eggs will start to hatch. The incubation time and sex of the 

hatchlings depends on the temperature of the sand. Cooler 

temperatures (mid 200C) result in mostly male hatchlings while a 

temperature in the lower 300C produces mainly female hatchlings.   
 

Hatchlings use an egg tooth on the end of their beaks to cut their 

way out of the egg. When most of the young turtles have emerged, 

they scramble at the walls and roof of the egg chamber, dislodging 

the loose sand that falls between the hatchlings and eggs, 

gradually raising the floor of the chamber and so lifting the turtles 

out onto the beach, rather like a lift. The newly hatched turtles will 

not emerge until after sunset, at which point they will burst out of the 

sand and make a dash to the sea. The hatchings will use light 

generated by the sea horizon to guide them to the sea.   
 

During the dash to the sea as many as 12% of all the hatchlings may 

be attacked by ghost crabs and other predators. For the first few 

months of their life in the sea they remain extremely vulnerable to 

other predators like large fish, sharks and seabirds. Survivors  

spend three years or more drifting in the open sea, feeding  

on floating organisms such as small jelly fish. It is estimated  

that of every 1 000 hatchlings that enter the sea, only 1 or 2  

may reach maturity. Following the ocean currents they later return 

to coastal waters where they feed on shellfish such as mussels. 

Threats to turtles  
The seven species of turtles alive today are all declining in numbers and 

are considered either Endangered or Critically Endangered and are listed 

as such in the World Conservation Union‟s (IUCN) Red List of Threatened 

Species 2007. 
 

Turtles face a huge range of threats to their survival, from natural 

predation to many human-related activities. Natural predation starts the 

moment the eggs are laid in the sand, through to adulthood. The turtle 

eggs form a large part of the diet of many predators that will dig them up. 

After hatching, they are again easy targets for ground and aerial 

predators like ghost crabs and numerous bird species. Once in the sea, the 

predation continues with predatory fish and sharks. Adult turtles are also 

targeted by large sharks and killer whales.   
 

All seven turtle species are being increasingly threatened by the actions of 

people throughout the world. Breeding females are the easier targets and 

are killed for their meat, eggs and shells (carapace). Other threats turtles 

have to endure include destruction of nesting beaches, disturbance of the 

nesting females, beach 4x4 driving and accidental catching and killing of 

turtles in fishing nets and long lines. In addition, turtles‟ mistake discarded 

plastic bags floating in the sea for jellyfish and eat them. This may choke 

them to death or prevent them from eating properly. It is estimated that 

44% of leatherback turtles have plastic in their digestive systems.  
 

Conservation action  
Turtles need to be protected wherever they are found. Their conservation 

is particularly difficult because they have such varied habits and large 

ranges.  

 

     □ Nesting beaches and the adjacent marine environment must be   

       protected against development, disturbance and other          

       destructive human activities.  

 

     □ International trade in turtles and their products must be effectively 

       controlled.  

 

     □ Legislation must be promulgated to ensure that the shrimp industry 

       incorporates „Turtle Excluder‟ devices in all their shrimp nets.  

 

     □ On-board waste should be brought back and returned to landfills  

       as opposed to being thrown  overboard. This is one way in which   

       plastic pollution can be reduced. 


